
SERVICE PROFILE     

Prodigy offers a range of services in line with our maxim of “making I.T work for you.” 

Hardware Services 
1. Diagnosis 

Upon request we identify the problem with equipment (PC, Laptop, Monitor, Router and 
U.P.S) and give a recommendation. We charge a diagnosis fee for equipment which is 
deemed beyond repair due to cost or unavailability of parts. Similarly, for 
reports/quotations intended for use with insurance claims, the same Fee is chargeable.  
 

2. Repair 
We restore computer equipment to sound condition. This includes but not limited to 
computers, laptops, Uninterruptible Power Supply (U.P.Ss), printers and monitors. We 
initially determine the problem with the equipment and give an estimate on the repairs to 
the client. On client approval repair works are carried out. 
 

3. Maintenance 
Computer equipment becomes dirty as a natural part of running. Fans suck dust and other 
contaminants into the case, where they rest on every surface.  
Dirt acts as thermal insulation, causing components to overheat and thereby shortening 
their service lives 
Cleaning and regular system maintenance repays itself many times over by reducing the 
frequency and cost of repairs. It’s always cheaper to prevent than repair.  

 
Software 

1. Virus removal 
We utilize various tools to remove virus infections from your PC or laptop.  We also advise 
you on how to prevent further infections by providing a task list for you to carry out to 
prevent future attacks.  
The success of this service may require a Complete Software Maintenance.  
Estimated service turnaround: 2 hours. 
Cost: Ksh 2,320/- inclusive of VAT 
 

2. PC/ Laptop speed optimization 
This involves cleanup of temporary files, organization of registry and basic checks on 
startup items.  
Estimated service turnaround: 2 hours.  
Cost: Ksh 2,320/- inclusive of VAT 
 

3. Complete Software Maintenance 
These include virus removal, latest Operating system service pack installation, online 
Microsoft updates and complete disk and software optimization. 
Estimated service turnaround: 6 hours. 
Cost: Ksh 2,900/- inclusive of VAT 
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4. Full Service (Computer / Laptop) 
The complete Software Maintenance carried out and hardware checks that includes 
cleaning. 
Estimated service turnaround: 8 hours.  
Cost: Ksh 4,060/- inclusive of VAT 

 
5. Server Service 

A complete Software Maintenance and server hardware check. 
 Cost: depends on the server type and set up 
 
 

Corporate Services 
 

1. Onsite repair and maintenance 

Our personnel provide repair and maintenance of IT equipment at your office or business 
premises. We take the time to get to know your needs, and deliver solutions to fit your 
needs and your budget. We have technicians that range from A+ and Networking+ certified 
to MCSE and Hardware / Software Engineers.  

2. Network Services 

We specialize in design, implementation, troubleshooting and management of networks. 
Our aim is to provide manageable and scalable networks to meet existing and future needs.  
Our network engineers carry some of the best industry certifications including N Plus, 
CCNA, and more.  

3. Service Contracts 
 
We offer a way to reduce computer service bills to a fixed monthly expense that can be 
included in your organization’s budget. We draft a custom plan for you depending on your 
business size and needs, which will guarantee on-site problem resolution in a timely 
manner. This will include scheduled visits to ensure that your computers have the latest 
anti-virus, anti-spyware, and operating system updates. Service contracts are offered on a 
monthly, quarterly or annual basis. 
 

4. Web design and Development 
 
Web presence is an important marketing and communication tool for any business or 
organization. We offer alluring web designs that are user friendly, coupled with consistent 
customer consultation all though the development phases.  
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PRODUCT SUPPLY 
 

Brands include; DELL, Hp, Acer, Samsung, Toshiba, Mecer just to mention a few. The equipments 
supplied included; 

 Personal computers 

 Laptops 

 Printers 

 UPS 

 Servers 

 Antivirus 

 Networking devices 

 Operating systems 

 POS Solutions 

 Office productive software 
 


